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We live in dramatic days. News reports describe our
world as wrapped in darkness and gripped by fear.
Yet around our world today, God is bringing hope in
dark places. Someone once said, “The only way to
transform the darkness is to turn on the light.”
In every country on earth, followers of Jesus are
turning on the light by living courageously and loving
others. Inspired by the One who said, “I am the light
of the world,” their lives are like a match that dispels
darkness as they live out the Good News. Joined
together, their shared light can become a powerful
force for transformation.
One Challenge is passionate about helping the
global body of Christ turn on the light in every place.
We yearn to see the light of the gospel grow in every
community, city, and among all people on earth.
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We long to see healthy churches within easy access
• Expenses/Income
of every home and followers of Jesus positively
influencing every segment of society. Toward this
end, we serve, equip, and connect the global body of Christ and its leaders to transform lives, communities, and nations.
In this 2015 Annual Review, we invite you to glimpse how One Challenge workers are spreading the light in over 100 countries.
In dark places it may begin as a flicker and grow by God’s grace into a blaze. We’re seeing ministry breakthroughs bring hope to
broken homes, to churches, to classrooms, to the sports arena, and to the streets of cities near and far.
Thank you for partnering with One Challenge. The Lord is using your teamwork to transform lives and communities.

TRAINING YOUTH LEADERS WORLDWIDE
Leadership catalyzes and sustains transformation, so training
and serving leaders is an integral part of the One Challenge
ethos. Who these leaders are changes in different nations,
communities, and situations. But with nearly two-thirds of the
mission force coming from non-Western countries and with
roughly 52 percent of the world’s population being under the
age of 30, training youth and their leaders is essential to the
Great Commission.
One Challenge workers Tim and Annette are global nomads. In
2015 their work took them from Argentina to the Philippines,
from Spain to Zimbabwe. Their goal: for youth leaders to
mature in Christ and be equipped to serve the youth of their
communities holistically with a Christ-centered focus.

FOLLOW ALONG

Our online news continues
to grow. LIKE One
Challenge on Facebook or
FOLLOW us on Twitter for
daily updates. To journey
with Tim and Annette,
check out their blog:
mexitext.blogspot.com.

YouTube,
Facebook, Twitter,
Skype, blogs — the
first place younger
generations look
for advice or
resources. Tim
and Annette
minister through
the Internet and
facilitate learning
in person. In 2015

they (with partners) trained 1,122 youth leaders at 11 events
in eight different countries.
Tim and Annette aren’t content with merely passing
on information. They aim at Holy Spirit-empowered
transformation, so they are intentional about both the medium
and the message of what they do. For example, Tim explains:
“Creating a team is one of the key principles we teach.
Jesus modeled teamwork with his disciples. He invested his
life deeply in a small group of willing people who did the same
with others, thus multiplying exponentially the investment
and — in Jesus’ case — the impact. Because teamwork is
such a high value, we lead our workshops as a team with
two to four trainers.”
Using Jesus’ ministry as a model, it came as no surprise when
a young Zambian leader contacted Tim through Facebook to
update him on the implementation of the training. He shared
that he’d applied the training and built a ministry team.
With a suitcase as their closet and a backpack as their office,
Tim and Annette have a unique lifestyle and ministry. They are
just another vivid expression of One Challenge’s mission of
serving, equipping, and connecting the body of Christ and its
leaders to advance God’s kingdom among all people.

Mission workers sometimes feel airports and planes are home. For Tim and Annette (pictured),
this couldn’t be more true. In 2015, Tim and Annette helped train 1,122 youth leaders in eight
countries, hoping to equip these leaders to holistically serve the youth in their communities.

MEETING NEEDS IN TIMES OF TRAUMA
On April 25, 2015, a 7.8 magnitude earthquake struck Nepal,
and a second major earthquake followed on May 12. After
nearly two decades of ministry serving local communities
and providing training to one-third of all pastors in Nepal,
One Challenge and its partners have an extensive network
of indigenous relationships through which to help.
The physical and emotional needs of the Nepali people became
the forefront of the work of OC Global Alliance members and
their partners.
At the beginning of the crisis, they distributed:
• around 7,500 kilograms of rice along with other
staples like dhal (lentils), salt, and cooking oil
• practical things like pots, pans, and utensils

Amidst the trauma, pastors and believers chose to turn their
faces to the Lord and see the Spirit work in their communities,
says Gill, an OC worker. People who had animosity toward
churches and believers released their anger, and communities
banded together. Christians are beginning to be seen in a
positive light due to their servant hearts and desire to help in
any way needed. They are living out God’s love for the lost,
and it’s making a difference.
One partner reports, “There is so much more I want to share,
including a visit to a small village church, and the joy I still saw
on the pastor’s family’s faces despite the collapse of the pastor’s
quarters and the damage to the church.” This pastor has chosen
to leave this church in the hands of others to plant a new church
as part of OC’s Nepali Church Planting Movement.

As of the end of 2015, the Nepal earthquake relief work built
Christians hope to see God’s transforming love heal Nepal:
(or distributed building materials) for
physically, emotionally, and
450 temporary tin‐roof shelters, one
spiritually. Relief work is
DONATE
mission school, and nine churches/
ongoing, and so is the need
Is the Lord leading you to help
community centers.
for a spiritual revolution in the

After two major earthquakes hit Nepal within the span of one month, relief work became the
forefront of missions efforts. In the aftermath, communities banded together and believers began
to live out Jesus’ love to neighbors and rejuvenated church planting efforts nationwide.

Trauma counseling has been done
in numerous locations, including art
therapy for children to express their
trauma. The relief work continues —
One Challenge and its partners are still a
long way from the goal of 1,000 shelters.

advance the kingdom in Nepal?
The work is ongoing. If the Lord
leads you to donate to this project,
go to OneChallenge.org/GIVE
and designate funds to
Leadership Training – Nepal.

country. The OC Global Alliance
will continue to help Nepali
churches toward their vision
of the gospel touching every
community in the nation in the
months and years to come.

TRANSFORMING COMMUNITIES INSIDE & OUT
On the surface, the ministry in Finetown, South Africa provides
a good education for preschool children, training the women
who teach them and providing books, school supplies, and
tables and chairs for the children. If that’s all the ministry was,
that would be transformational. The number of preschools
opened has grown from eight to nearly 40 in the past seven
years of ministry. Partners donated many books, giving these
children their first experience of reading. Donated tables and
chairs serve as launch pads for more learning opportunities
and contribute to success.
If this was all the ministry was, it’d be revolutionary for this
South African community. But the Lord’s transforming love
goes deeper and changes lives from the inside out.
Heather, with One Challenge South Africa, sees God’s
transforming love work though the women they train, mentor,
and serve. In a recent celebration and time of encouragement
with the principals and teachers, one woman approached
Heather and her co‐worker Jenny and expressed her
gratitude for the two women in her life.
“When we met her five years ago, she had just been diagnosed
with HIV,” Heather says. “Her health was failing. She was very
thin and discouraged about her life, marriage, and family. Today,
she stands strong and healthy. She takes her medication each

day. Her marriage has improved and her children are thriving.
The reason she pulled me aside, though? She shared that
she wants to grow in her prayer life. She said, ‘I pray.
But I think I can learn something more. Can you help me?’”
This is just one story of how the Lord penetrates the lives of
these women — transforming them through the power of the
Spirit. Shortly after this conversation, another woman pulled
Heather aside and said, “At the beginning of this year I was in
despair. My children were hurting and we didn’t have any hope.
But then, you shared with me about how to find joy no matter
what my life was like. I cannot tell you what you mean to me.”
In Finetown the community
is not only being changed
in the physical world, with
better education and future
potential of its children,
but a transformation is
happening in the spiritual
world, revolutionizing the
lives of the women who
serve the community as
principals and teachers
by drawing them closer
to the Father.

PRAY

The leaders and
facilitators of the
ministry in Finetown
seek to partner
together to transform
the community from
the inside and out.
Pray for harmony
in Christ among all
who work there.

By training, mentoring, and serving teachers and principals
in the small community of Finetown, South Africa, women’s
lives are being changed by the love of Christ. Through these
transformed women, the community is gaining education
and increased opportunities for success.

CREATING COMMUNITY IN CHURCH PLANTING
Transformation takes time. Philippine
Challenge desires to see a healthy church
in every community and continues with
partnership-creating opportunities for
increased fruitfulness. God is on the move as
his people partner to train leaders, reproduce
churches, and multiply disciples. Dave has
spent 30 years in the Philippines, planting
churches, training church planters, and
employing new ways to see the gospel spread
across the nation. Cultural contexts dictate the
methods, but the message remains the same.

BEYOND BORDERS

Philippine Challenge
partners with other
mobilization centers to take
church planting networks
across Southeast Asia.
Networks are developing
in Cambodia, Myanmar,
Vietnam, and Thailand.

“For many years we used Ephesians 1‐3 to teach salvation,
then Ephesians 4‐6 for discipleship. It worked well. But recently
we started using stories instead. It works so much better.
Four times the results!” Dave says.
Creating church planting networks and
training strategic church planters is
paramount in seeing a healthy church
in every village in the Philippines. Dave
(pictured, right) trains church planters
to see the need and equips them
with tools to multiply churches
and transform communities.

The four stories Dave uses in training to help people develop
faith in Jesus are: The Woman Forgiven of Much (Luke 7:36‐50),
The Narrow Way (Matt. 7:13‐14), The Undeserving Thief (Luke
23:32‐43), and The Love of a Father (Luke 15:11‐24).
“These stories are so powerful! After these four stories,
just about everyone in the group has solid faith in Jesus.
We then have a longer series of stories to strengthen
these new believers,” Dave says.

To maximize fruitfulness, the
Philippines team gathers church
planting trainees together once per
month. They are taught to put their
church planting skills immediately
into practice. Then they come back
together to share insights, success
stories, problem solving, and prayer
before learning the next phase of
skills. This process continues for 10
months. By the end, most churches
see over 100 percent growth!

“Pastor Arman Rodriguez is a typical pastor of 60 members.
He seemed excited at the end of our Month 1 training. When
he came back the next month, like many others, he hadn’t really
put the training to use. We were able to get him on track, and
he made steady progress. After 10 months, they started a new
daughter church of 40 members, and their original church
grew to 85. There are lots of Pastor Armans,” Dave says.
As Filipinos continue to understand and obey the Word of God,
they are transformed by the renewing of their minds (Rom.
12:2). It’s a dynamic process with much progress — over 66,000
churches across the country now. Our OC team presses on
toward discipling the nation until every village is transformed.

REACHING THE NATIONS NEXT DOOR
“Jesus replied: ‘“Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul
and with all your mind.’ This is the first and greatest commandment.
And the second is like it: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself.’ All the Law and the
Prophets hang on these two commandments.’” — Matthew 22:37-40
As the world seems to become more dangerous and ethnic
diversity in the United States grows, Jesus’ commandment
takes on new meaning. The nations are coming to us.
Near Frontiers, a subsidiary of One Challenge, believes
today is an unprecedented time in missions, where the
once unreachable now live next door.

families over dinner. She celebrates with Iraqi women and
invited an Algerian woman stay in her home.
She studied the Bible with a woman from Iran, who recently
stepped into God’s Kingdom. “It’s awesome to see her
so tender to God’s word, praying at meals in front of her
unbelieving husband. His heart softening too,” Kim says.

Near Frontiers’ newest member, Kim, works among
God is at work!
international students and Muslims in her community.
She lives in a city with Iraqis, Saudis,
Turks, Indonesians, Pakistanis, Kurds,
HOW TO GET INVOLVED
Jordanians, Iranians, Egyptians, and
Start small. Contact your
Chinese — all from places where a
local immigration office.
Western woman publicly has little
They may need volunteers
to no influence.

“God has called me to step out of my
safe boat like Peter and trust Him to
sustain me. I love meeting Muslims
from other countries and sharing the
love of Jesus with them,” Kim says.

The Lord is giving Kim opportunities to
spread the gospel to these peoples in
her U.S. neighborhood. She befriends
Muslims who have never met a believer.
She shares Jesus with men and their

Lives can be transformed over dinner,
in an airport, at a party. All it takes is
to step out and “love your neighbor as
yourself” while keeping your focus
fixed on the Savior.

during this influx of
immigrants and refugees.

For more information go to:
www.NearFrontiers.org

Today, the United States attracts 20 percent of the world’s international
migrants. With the nations coming to the U.S., the mission field within our
borders is greater than before. Through the One Challenge subsidiary Near
Frontiers, we seek to spread the gospel to the nations living next door.

OC GLOBAL ALLIANCE MINISTRIES
Argentina

Cent. Af. Rep.

Japan

Nigeria

Sri Lanka

Austria

Chile

Kenya

North Asia

Sweden

Bangladesh

*Colombia

Korea

Peru

*Taiwan

Belgium

Comoros

Laos

*Philippines

Tanzania

Benin

Dem Rep of Congo

Lesotho

Portugal

Thailand

Bhutan

Ecuador

Macedonia

Puerto Rico

Togo

Bolivia

El Salvador

Madagascar

Rep. of Moldova

Turkey

Botswana

Germany

Malawi

Romania

Uganda

*Brazil

Greece

Maldives

Russia

Ukraine

Bulgaria

*Guatemala

Mexico

Scotland

*U.K.

Burkina Faso

Honduras

Mongolia

Senegal

*U.S.

Burundi

Hungary

Myanmar

Serbia

Uruguay

Cambodia

*India

Namibia

*Singapore

Venezuela

Cameroon

*Indonesia

Nepal

South Africa

*Canada

Italy

Netherlands

Spain

Zambia
Zimbabwe

*OC Global Alliance Mobilization Centers

Central Asia/North Africa/Middle East:

In addition to resident and/or impact ministries in countries listed here, OC personnel also:
• trained and mentored leaders throughout Central Asia, North Africa, and the Middle East,
• worked with various internet and media ministries,
• networked and consulted with key people in the region.
For security reasons, specific countries for these ministries are not cited.

OUR GUIDING
PRINCIPLES
Developing the

CHARACTER

of Christ

We seek to be obedient
to Christ and rooted
in Scripture, growing
into his likeness in
servanthood, humility,
and authenticity.

CREATIVITY
Growing

COMMUNITY

in innovation

through relationships
and accountability

Finding our
inspiration in God,
we value innovative
risk-taking and
experience freedom
in his grace.

We pursue genuine
relationships and
accountability in
family, friendship,
team, ministry,
and local
communities
of faith.

COLLABORATION
within
the body
of Christ

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

OUR STRATEGY

The body of Christ in
unity bringing God’s
transforming love and
hope to all people.

We serve, equip, and connect
the body of Christ and its
leaders to advance God’s
kingdom among all people.

We ask how God is at work,
then assist the body of Christ to
bring God’s transformation to
lives, communities, and nations.

We value the whole
body of Christ and
engage in strategic
partnerships out of
a conviction that the
whole is greater than
the sum of its parts.

Investing
deeply
in order
to produce

FRUITFULNESS

Fully dependent upon
Jesus, we invest in people
and opportunities that
enable disciples, leaders,
and churches to grow,
multiply, and thrive.

Flourishing as we
serve through
life long

LEARNING

We are lifelong learners
who seek to grow in
competency as we serve
the body of Christ in its
context and intentionally
mentor, coach, and
disciple one another.

Transforming Lives, Families, Communities, Nations ...
These OC ministry description cards are available on the website at:

www.OneChallenge.org/go/ministry-opportunities/

... Together

Transforming nations together in partnership.
We praise God for bringing us into partnership with over 400 organizations.
Together, we face the remaining challenge!

FINANCES OF THE U.S.
MOBILIZATION CENTER
EXPENSES
Program: $10,434,498

INDIVIDUALS
One Challenge is blessed with 9,000
prayer, financial, and ministry
partners that work together to see One
Challenge’s worldwide ministry become
reality. Each person is an important
member of our global outreach team
as we follow the Lord of the Harvest.

Administration: $2,154,006
Fundraising: $575,475
Total: $13,163,979

INCOME
Donations: $13,402,132

CHURCHES
Over 800 churches partner with
One Challenge to deploy workers
worldwide. Our desire is to build a
relationship between the church and
OC, where common vision and goals
result in transformed individuals,
communities, and nations.

General Fund: $339,514
Other: $86,732
Total: $13,828,378

Seeking to do all things with integrity and excellence, OC adheres to the financial principles of the
Evangelical Council for Financial Accountability and the Christian Leadership Alliance. Contributions
are solicited with the understanding that OC has complete control and discretion over the use of the
donated funds. This is to ensure that your gift is fully tax deductible under IRS rulings. The mission is
audited annually by an outside auditing firm, and financial statements are available upon request.

FOUNDATIONS
In partnering with foundations,
OC serves to carry out the vision of
each foundation around the world.
Our goal is not merely to channel
the flow of funds, but mutually to
advance the kingdom.

I

n these pages, you’ve read five examples of how
God’s people work together to transform lives,
communities, and nations. These stories can be multiplied
a thousandfold in describing how God is moving through
the people and partners of One Challenge.
Transformation does not come cheaply. Jesus gave his
life to redeem a lost and hurting world. It does not come
quickly, but requires long obedience and sacrificial love.
It is not achieved alone, but progresses as God’s
people work together to bless others.
Your partnership is helping to make this possible.
Thank you for your passion for the Great Commission,
your prayers, and your financial support.

Ways to increase your teamwork with One Challenge:
•

If God speaks to you or a friend about global
missions, we’d love to talk! We offer dynamic
internships in five diverse countries.

•

If your church wants to team up with believers in
a specific country, we’re connected and can assist.

•

If you’d like to invest your skills at home in a way
that touches the ends of the earth, we welcome
volunteers at our U.S. Mobilization Center.

Partnering together, let’s
transform the darkness by
turning on God’s light!

